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Introduction
Will anticipation of central bank liquidity provision encourage excessive risk 

taking, creating enodgenous systemic risk?

Perceived wisdom:

Bagehot principle - Lender of Last Resort Policy : 

“Lend freely at a high rate against good collateral.”

Support solvent yet illiquid institutions: 
Target liquidity provision to the market, not to specific banks: 
→→→→ A policy following Bagehot does not create moral hazard!

Lawrence Summers, Financial Times, Sept. 24th 2007 
“Moral hazard fundamentalists misunderstand the insurance analogy”
Mervyn King, September 12 2007: 
“The provision of large liquidity facilities penalises those financial institutions 
that sat out the dance, encourages herd behaviour and increases the 
intensity of future crises.”
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Introduction: What is liquidity?
Aim of our paper: Analyse the feedback between monetary policy and 

risk taking in a bank run model

We extend Diamond Rajan (2006) to capture the feedback from liquidity 
provision to risk taking incentives of financial intermediaries.

Deposit contracts: banks transform illiquid investment in liquid assets

Illiquidity: Notion that some fraction of projects turns out to be realised late. 
~ Real illiquidity

We model pure illiquidity risk!
There will be insolvency only if triggered by illiquidity

Focus: interaction between central bank policy and liquidity creation in the 
financial sector. 

Role of monetary policy: Financial stability
→→→→ Public provision of liquidity to illiquid, but solvent banks

Does preventing bank runs create moral hazard? 
Is there a need for regulating financial markets?
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Introduction
Results: 

In the presence of aggregate risk, private banks may take no 
precaution against the risk of being run in bad states, 
resulting in inefficient bank runs

Public provision of liquidity encourages higher risk taking! 

This may be welfare improving for some range of parameter 
values if targeted to prudent banks

But in general: Incentive of “naughty” banks to free ride on 
liquidity in good states provided by prudent banks results in 
excessively low liquidity in bad states. 

In that case, providing liquidity increases free riding incentives
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Introduction
Key point of the paper: 

In a systemic crisis, a commitment not to support f ree riders 
(“naughty banks”) is not credible ! 
→→→→ Serious problem of dynamic consistency

→ Naughty banks will drive out prudent banks whenever  
there is unconditional liquidity supply!

Moral hazard even in an economy with pure illiquidity risk.

Bagehot principle ignores endogeneity of aggregate liquidity risk 

Driving mechanism: As long as they are not run,
“ naughty” banks (having invested more in high yielding, but 
illiquid assets) are always able to outbid prudent banks in a 
liquidity crisis: They can offer higher interest rates!  
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The Model: Basic Structure

Entrepreneurs are indifferent between 
consuming early (t=1) or late (t=2).

All agents are risk neutral 

Resources of investors are scarce 

Without commitment problems, investors would put all their funds in early 
projects  and capture the full return

But: Entrepreneurs can only commit to pay a fraction γ Ri >1

Banks as financial intermediaries can pool

They have superior collection skills – higher γ

Unit endowment at t=0
can be stored or invested in projects

Continuum of Investors
2 types of entrepreneurs i=1,2 
R1 >1  Project realised early at t=1
R2 >R1 Project may be delayed until t=2

[with probability 1-p]

Entrepreneur i: Project with return Ri

Investors are impatient: 
They want to consume at t=1
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The Model: Basic Structure

Financial Sector: Intermediation

Fragile structure: Banks offer deposit contracts as 
commitment device not to abuse their collection skills

Cost: Risk of bank runs with inefficient liquidation c<1 before t=1
Capital (equity) can reduce the fragility, but allows bankers to 
capture a rent (1/2 of surplus net of deposit claims)

Banks

Unit endowment at t=0
can be stored or invested in projects
Investors want to consume at t=1

Continuum of Investors
2 types of entrepreneurs i=1,2 
R1 >1  Project realised early at t=1
R2 >R1 Project may be delayed until t=2

[with probability 1-p]

Entrepreneur i: Project with return Ri

Banking as transformation between liquid claims and illiquid projects
Debt contract solves problem of renegotiation (Hart/Moore 1994)
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The Model: Timing

At t = 0: 
p  is
stochastic

Share 1 - p Share p 

R2 R2 Type 2 Projects →1 - αchooses

R1Type 1 Projects →αBank

Investors
deposit

t = 2t = 1t = 0.5t = 0 

At t = 0,5 p reveals

Early Projects Late Projects

At t=1: Trade of liquidity between banks and entrepreneurs:
Early entrepreneurs deposit their rents at banks at interest rate r
Late projects which are not liquidated continue until t=2

For high p : Investors wait and withdraw d0 at t=1

At t = 2 : Banks collect returns from late projects and pay off 
early entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurs and bankers consume.

p: Share of type 2 projects realized early
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All Projects will 
be liquidated at 

t=0,5
Return c<1

At t = 0: 
p  is
stochastic

cType 2 Projects →1 - αchooses

cType 1 Projects →αBank

Investors
deposit

t = 2t = 1t = 0.5 t = 0

Liquidation at t=0.5!

At t = 0,5 p reveals

First-come-first-serve rule: 
(Deposit contract as coordination game)!
Even early projects have to be liquidated

p low: Investors run

The Model: Timing
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The case of pure idiosyncratic risk:
p deterministic

A representative bank i chooses αi(p) such that it can pay out all investors
at t = 1 and refinance all late projects.

αi(p) is decreasing with p

At t=1, early entrepreneurs provide liquidity to solvent banks.
Banks will always be solvent via trade on the liquidity market
As long as γ<1, investors profit from banks investing in long term projects
since early entrepreneurs provide liquidity
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Aggregate risk

Let now be p stochastic. Assume it can take two values:

0≤pL<pH≤γ with probability π for the state p H
(state with a high share of early profitable projects)

Note: without liquidation, all risky projects R2 will be realised, 
even though some are delayed until t=2!

p= π pH +(1-π) pL

Trade-off:

α(pH) maximizes banks’ return at pH
But banks will be unable to pay out high return at pL
So in state pL banks will be run at t = 1/2 and can just pay c;

α(pL) maximizes banks’ return at pL
But they miss high profitability in the good state pH.

α(pL)> α(pH)
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Aggregate risk

Distinguish 3 cases

1) π is very high α(pH) is the equilibrium strategy

Banks exploit higher profitability rather than staying safe!

2) π is very low α(pL) is the equilibrium strategy

But: with α(pL), there will be excess supply of liquidity in state pH

→→→→ Incentive for some banks to free-ride by setting αi = 0  
Free-riders get full return γR2 in pH, but are run in pL

3) Mixed strategy equilibrium for intermediate π!

π probability for the good state p H

Banks prefer to be safe rather than to exploit high profitability
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ππ2

ER(α(pL))

E[R(α(pH)), c]

E[R(α(pi))]

π1

No free-riding

Free-riding

Free-riding makes investors worse off than ER(α(pL))

Aggregate risk
For high π, public provision of liquidity
helps to prevent inefficient bank runs
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Liquidity Provision with nominal contracts
For high π (case 1), liquidity shortage will trigger bank runs with inefficient

liquidation c<1 in the bad state

Central bank intervention: Injection of additional liquidity helps to prevent 
bank runs with nominal deposits 
Cash-in-the-market principle (Allen/Gale, 2005) 

→ Allows central bank to implement state contingent payoffs as a public 
good!

Crucial: Avoid incentive for banks to free ride on liquidity provision by 
setting α=0 →→→→ Central bank needs to impose a minimum floor condition
for support in times of crisis: 
Liquidity support has to be targeted only towards prudent ban ks
with sufficient safe assets α≥ α(pH) 

Problem: Even conditional liquidity support encourages free riding in the
range of mixed strategy equilibria
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ππ2*

ER(α(pL))

E[R(α(pH)), k]

E[R(α(pH)), c]

E[R(α(pi))]

π2‘*π1

Targeted Liquidity Provision in the range π1<π<π2
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In a systemic crisis, conditional liquidity support - a 
commitment not to provide liquidity to free riders 
(“naughty banks”) is not credible ! 

→→→→ Serious problem of dynamic consistency

→ Naughty banks will drive out prudent banks whenever  
there is unconditional liquidity supply! (Gresham’s law)

Surprising result: Moral hazard arises even in an economy 
with pure illiquidity risk. 

Conclusion: The externalities involved have to be tackled 
directly by stricter regulation and supervisory reform. 
Central banks cannot pursue both price stability and 
financial stability with just one tool, interest rate policy. 
Tinbergen logic: you need more than one instrument to 
achieve several objectives. 

Dynamic consistency problem
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ππ2*

ER(α(pL))

E[R(α(pH)), k]

E[R(α(pH)), c]

E[R(α(pi))]

π2‘*π1

LOLR with ex ante liquidity regulation

α≥α(pL) for low π; α≥α(pH) for high πLiquidity regulation: 
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The role of equity requirements
Equity requirement is always dominated by 
credible LOLR policy with ex ante liquidity requirements
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Summary
Model presented: extension of Diamond Rajan (2006) to analyse the 

interaction between central bank policy and liquidity creation

Key results:

No need for monetary policy in the absence of aggregate risk 

Liquidity provision encourages risk taking (investment in illiquid assets). 

This need not be a moral hazard effect! But: 

1) In the range of mixed strategy equilibria, even conditional liquidity
support encourages banks to free ride and play naughty. 

2) There is a serious problem of dynamic consistency 
~ calls for stricter regulation and supervisory reform. 
Tinbergen logic: you need more than one instrument to achieve 
several objectives

3) LOLR with ex ante liquidity requirements strictly dominates Equity 
Requirements


